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Abstract Creating realistic 3D tree models in a convenient

way is a challenge in game design and movie making due

to diversification and occlusion of tree structures. Current

sketch-based and image-based approaches for fast tree mod-

eling have limitations in effect and speed, and they generally

include complex parameter adjustment, which brings diffi-

culties to novices. In this paper, we present a simple method

for quickly generating various 3D tree models from freehand

sketches without parameter adjustment. On two input images,

the user draws strokes representing the main branches and

crown silhouettes of a tree. The system automatically pro-

duces a 3D tree at high speed. First, two 2D skeletons are

built from strokes, and a 3D tree structure resembling the in-

put sketches is built by branch retrieval from the 2D skele-

tons. Small branches are generated within the sketched 2D

crown silhouettes based on self-similarity and angle restric-

tion. This system is demonstrated on a variety of examples. It

maintains the main features of a tree: the main branch struc-

ture and crown shape, and can be used as a convenient tool

for tree simulation and design.

Keywords virtual reality, tree modeling, sketch

1 Introduction

In the fields of game design, movie making, and urban plan-

ning, 3D tree models play an important role in virtual scenes.

In these scenes, realistic visual effects and high speed are
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especially important. For rapid tree modeling, most meth-

ods construct trees from sketches or images through structure

simulation mechanisms, such as particle flows [1], growth

engines [2], and Markov random fields [3]. However, limi-

tations exist in the sense of species diversity, convenient us-

ability, or realistic effect. Aiming at easy use for novices, fast

speed, and realistic results, we present a system to model

trees from freehand sketches.

We use one or two tree images as sketch guides. Many

kinds of trees can be modeled without parameter adjustment

from simple sketches. An example is shown in Fig. 1. Our

contributions are mainly the following two aspects:

• A new 3D skeleton modeling algorithm called depth

retrieval. From two unregistered 2D skeletons, a 3D

skeleton of main branches is built through feature

matching and depth setting. The 3D skeleton takes on

similar structures to the input 2D skeletons viewed from

orthogonal sides. This algorithm solves the matching

problem of two unregistered tree-structure sketches.

• A simple 2D tree skeleton building method. Differ-

ent algorithms are proposed for 2D skeleton construc-

tion from single-pixel strokes and brush (multi-pixel)

strokes. Personal characters of sketches are preserved

while achieving a high speed.

In addition, a rule for small branch growth is proposed

as an improvement based on self-similarity. It combines an-

gle range restriction and sketched 2D crown silhouettes for

branch propagation and can create realistic tree crowns con-

sistent with input sketches without parameter adjustment.
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Fig. 1 Vine modeling from sketches. (a) Input sketch A: strokes on a vine photo downloaded from www.huaxia.com; (b) input sketch B:
freehand drawing on an image; (c) front view of the 3D branch model corresponding to input A; (d) side view of the 3D branches corresponding
to input B; (e) top view of the 3D branches; (f) the final tree model with leaves; (g) a close-up view of the tree

Experiments on various trees demonstrate that with no regis-

tration and parameter adjustment the system is an easy and

quick modeling tool for novices, and the constructed tree

models are faithful to their 2D inputs.

2 Related work

Plant modeling began early with rule-based methods. As a

typical method, L-system [4,5] is widely studied. Parameter-

ized approaches [6–8] have been proposed and easy manipu-

lations of complex parameters [8] are pursued. These meth-

ods are good at describing plant features of different species,

but they cannot simulate living trees. In our system, we com-

bine growth rules with sketches in small branch growth for

living tree modeling.

Image-based methods have become popular in recent

years. Shlyakhter et al. [9] construct a visual hull from cal-

ibrated images and used its medial axis as skeleton. Details

are added using L-system. Quan et al. [10], Tan et al. [11] and

Lopez et al. [12] utilize structure from motion to recover the

3D point cloud or 3D skeleton of a plant. These methods are

complex in the sense of camera calibration, image segmenta-

tion and 3D reconstruction. Tan et al. [2] use a growth engine

for 3D tree reconstruction from a single image, and provide

a simple way for approximate modeling. They simplify im-

age segmentation by adding a few strokes. In our method,

we use sketches as inputs while tree images provide guid-

ance. In addition, using local branch optimization rather than

global optimization, our method runs much faster than [2].

Neubert et al. [1] put forward an approximate image-based

tree modeling method using particle flows. It subtly uses 2D

image information, and realizes fast modeling. However, in

[1], since particle movement cannot be accurately controlled,

branch models are greatly different from their input images.

As we use depth retrieval for 3D construction instead, our

models have more reliable branch structures than [1]. Many

methods reconstruct trees using 3D image (point cloud) from

a scanner, such as Livny et al.’s. [13]. Livny et al. reconstruct

the main tree structures through 3D point processing, and en-

rich the model using L-system generated branchlets by lobe

texturing. Scanner-based methods can achieve more reliable

main structures but the scanning process relies on large-scale

scanners and is thus generally laborious.

Sketch-based methods construct 3D tree models from a

user’s 2D strokes. Okabe et al. [14] generate 3D geome-

try from a 2D sketch by guaranteeing distances between

branches to be as large as possible. Chen et al. [3] convert

a user’s freehand sketch into a full 3D model by probabilistic

optimization based on parameters obtained from a database

of tree models. These methods are flexible, however, they

need artistic 2D sketches as input, and artistic drawing is dif-

ficult for novices. We solve this problem by sketching on tree

photos, which is easier for regular users. Wither et al. [15] de-

signed trees by inferring branches from silhouettes at multi-

ple scales. They state that it is more natural to sketch branches

directly at larger scales, as is consistent with the thought of

our work. Compared with Liu et al. [16], our method obtains

more plump crown shapes. Li et al. [17] model trees from a

frame of video. They copy a 2D skeleton to more planes, and

spread the branches in all directions uniformly within both
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local and global constraints. Compared with this method, we

model a tree by branch retrieval from two different sketches,

and achieve higher diversity in our models conforming to left

and side sketch constraints.

Based on rules, images and sketches, we traverse stroke

pixels for 2D skeleton building, use depth retrieval for main

branch construction, and use self-similarity, angle range re-

striction, and 2D crown silhouettes for crown shaping, which

achieves high speed and realistic results.

3 Overview and definitions

Day to day, when we see a tree we see it only in vertical pro-

file, yet we are able to conceive its entire shape. In this paper,

we use two vertical sides of a tree to recover its 3D struc-

ture. Without registration and calibration information, input

sketches are seen as the front shape and left shape of the tree.

We try to build the relationships between the sketches and use

them to construct a 3D structure. By feature matching, corre-

sponding branches are detected, and using depth setting and

branch copying, a 3D structure is constructed using shapes

from the input sketches. In this way, we can build a 3D tree

model that has the same shape as each sketch viewed from its

front and left side at high speed.

Our system contains four main components: sketch to 2D

skeleton, 2D skeleton to 3D main skeleton, 3D main skeleton

to 3D branches, and adding leaves and/or fruit.

Let us define some terms used in this paper. Tree skeleton

is a branched structure. All branches are divided into main

branches, i.e., the main structure of a tree and small branches

grown from main branches. Each branch contains a series

of skeleton points from bud node to tip node. For example,

λ = {Pα(xα, yα, rα);α = 1, 2, . . . ,m} is a branch with m nodes

in 2D skeleton A, where xα and yα are respectively the X-

coordinate and Y-coordinate of point Pα, and rα is the branch

radius at point Pα. The definitions for branch λ are shown in

Fig. 2.

• Bud node P1: the first skeleton point in branch λ. It

connects λ to its parent branch.

• Second node P2: the skeleton point after the bud node

in branch λ.

• Tip node Pm: the final skeleton point in branch λ.

• Begin height b(λ): the Y-coordinate of branch λ’s bud

node P1, i.e., y1.

• End height e(λ): the Y-coordinate of branch λ’s tip node

Pm, i.e., ym.

• Minimum height h(λ): the minimum Y-coordinate of

all skeleton points in branch λ.

• Maximum height H(λ): the maximum Y-coordinate of

all skeleton points in branch λ.

• Up-family u(λ): branch λ and its offspring.

• Down-family d(λ): branch λ and its parents.

• Maximum extension height M(λ): the maximum Y-

coordinate of branch λ’s up-family.

• Descending path p(λ): a shortcut in branch λ’s down-

family from its branch tip to the tree root.

• All branches passing height V: for a given height V , all

branches passing height V in a 2D skeleton are those

branches each containing at least one skeleton point

whose Y-coordinate is V , or containing one skeleton

point higher than V and another point lower than V .

Fig. 2 Definitions for a 2D branch

Branch strokes on each image are processed into a

2D skeleton through pixel traversal (Section 4). 3D main

branches are then built from two 2D skeletons using depth

retrieval (Section 5). Based on self-similarity, the tree model

is finally completed by adding small branches (Section 6) and

leaves (Section 7).

4 2D Skeleton building

Two photos showing approximately orthogonal sides of a tree

or a single photo of a tree can be used for sketching. Using a

single-pixel pen or brushes, the user draws several strokes on
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two images to represent different main branch structures of a

tree’s two sides. For a novice, sketching generally takes 2–3

min. In order to keep more input characteristics and achieve

high speed, we put forward two methods for 2D tree-structure

skeleton building from single-pixel strokes without radius in-

formation and from brush strokes with branch radius infor-

mation.

Single-pixel strokes contain pixel superposition in the con-

nection parts and all pixels are individual points rather than a

hierarchically dendriform structure, therefore we need to ex-

tract the necessary points and link them into a tree structure.

Brushes can be used when a user wishes to express specific

branch thickness in the sketch. In this case, brush widths are

detected as prior constrains in branch radius calculation. As

brushes of various thickness are provided in our system, it is

easier for users to create trees from their imagination.

Designed for dendriform and connected strokes, these

skeleton building methods are available and easier to im-

plement compared with the trunk flow extraction method in

[18]. Personal characters of sketches are preserved while high

speed is achieved.

4.1 2D Skeleton building from single-pixel strokes

Through pixel traversal, we build a 2D skeleton from den-

driform single-pixel strokes of a sketch supposing that the

strokes in a sketch are connected. The process includes two

steps conducted at the same time: local pixel analysis and

new skeleton point linking.

The examples of 2D skeleton building from strokes are

shown in Fig. 3 (Each skeleton is a hierarchical tree struc-

ture made up of connected points with order and level).

Fig. 3 2D skeleton building from single-pixel strokes. (a) input sketch A;
(b) 2D skeleton A; (c) input sketch B; (d) 2D skeleton B

4.1.1 Local pixel analysis

As illustrated in Fig. 4, for a stroke pixel O, the pixels at

O’s first-layer-8-connection neighbor positions are called 8-

connection neighbor pixels (8-Nps), while the pixels at its

second-layer-16-connection positions are O’s 16-connection

neighbor pixels (16-Nps). Supposing that G, D and O are old

skeleton points, which have been linked to current branch. To

get new skeleton points after O, local analysis is conducted

as the following steps:

1) Read in pixel O.

2) Search O’s 8-Nps and 16-Nps, and the old skeleton

points in its 8-Nps and 16-Nps. (A, B, C, and D are

8-Nps of O. E, F, and G are its 16-Nps. G, D, and O

are old skeleton points. They are shown in Fig. 4(a) and

Fig. 4(b).).

3) According to their positions, all 16-Nps cluster into sev-

eral unconnected groups. (In Fig. 4(c), 16-Nps cluster

into three groups: Group E, Group F, and Group G).

4) In 16-Nps, the group including no old skeleton points

is named available outside group (AOG); In 8-Nps, the

pixel that is not an old skeleton point is called available

inside pixel (AIP). (In Fig. 4(d), Group E and Group F

are AOGs, while pixels A, B, and C are AIPs).

5) For each AOG, one neighbor AIP is selected randomly

as a new skeleton point. Then we can get all new skele-

ton points after O (In Fig. 4(e) and Fig. 4(f), A and C

are new skeleton points).

Fig. 4 Local analysis and linking at pixel O. (a) Old skeleton points; (b)
8-Nps and 16-Nps; (c) 16-Np cluster; (d) AOGs and AIPs; (e) corresponding
AOG and AIP; (f) linking new skeleton points

4.1.2 New skeleton point linking

After local analysis at pixel O, new skeleton points pi, i =

1, 2, . . . ,N are obtained (In the case of Fig. 4(f), A and C are

new skeleton points), and linking process is conducted in the

following way.

1) If N=1, link p1 as a skeleton point of current branch and

conduct local analysis at p1.
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2) If N > 1, link p1 as a skeleton point of current branch

and conduct local analysis at p1, while link pi, i =

2, 3, . . . ,N as new second nodes of new branches whose

bud node is O. (In Fig. 4(f), A is linked as a skeleton

point of current green branch and local analysis goes

on at A, while C is linked as a new second node).

3) If N=0, the current branch ends. Go to a new second

node for local analysis (If there exists one or more new

second nodes) or exit (If there is no new second node).

From the lowest one, local analysis and linking is con-

ducted at each stroke pixel. These pixels are linked one by

one and form a tree-structure skeleton.

4.2 2D Skeleton building from brush strokes

In our system, users can also use brushes of different thick-

ness to sketch branches. The basic idea of 2D skeleton build-

ing from connected brush strokes (see Fig. 5) is that we search

center pixels by horizontal and vertical traversals, and then

link all center pixels. It is easy to extract and build 2D skele-

tons from dendriform areas.

Fig. 5 2D skeleton building from Brush strokes. (a) Strokes; (b) skeleton;
(c) strokes; (d) skeleton

4.2.1 Center pixel judgment

We search center pixels of strokes in each image, as is shown

in Fig. 6. In every horizontal line, stroke pixels are scanned

from left to right. Two horizontal boundary pixels of each

stroke are recorded and their center, such as P with diameter

value d1, is obtained. From pixel P, upward and downward,

two vertical boundary pixels are searched along P’s vertical

Fig. 6 Center pixel judgment

line, and the diameter value d2 is obtained. If d1 < d2, P is

recorded as a center pixel. In this way, a group of center pix-

els are obtained. Similarly, another group of center pixels are

extracted by searching all vertical lines. We combine the two

groups of center pixels and use them as candidates for 2D

skeleton points.

4.2.2 Center pixel simplification

According to their positions, center pixels cluster into a num-

ber of small groups. All connected pixels constitute a group.

Simplification is conducted at each pixel in each group. It

contains four steps:

1) Read in a pixel, such as H.

2) Search its 8-Nps in its group. If the number of 8-Nps is

greater than two, go to Step 3), otherwise go to Step 1).

3) Search its 16-Nps in its group, for each 16-Np, one 8-

Np connecting this 16-Np with H is selected and put

into Group S .

4) In 8-Nps, the pixels in S and the pixels with extreme

X-coordinate value or extreme Y-coordinate value in

group are kept while the others are removed as they are

redundants.

For example, in Fig. 7(a), A–H, i and j constitute part of a

group, after simplification at H, five pixels are removed while

two pixels A (or G) and C (or D, E) are left, because they con-

nect H with its 16-Nps i and j.

Fig. 7 Pixel simplification at point H. (a) Original state; (b) after simplifi-
cation; (c) actual case

4.2.3 Linking to skeleton

After simplification, each remaining pixel is seen as a 2D

point. In each group, we need to find a starting point, from

which all points of a group are linked to be a point sequence:

the initial form of a branch.

To distinguish the starting point of a group, a score is cal-

culated for each point according to its position and number

of neighbors (i.e., 8-Nps). The initial score of each point is 0,

and its final score is calculated by the following three steps:

Step 1 If it is the point with extreme X-coordinate value in
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group, score+=3.

Step 2 If it is the point with extreme Y-coordinate value in

group, score+=3.

Step 3 If it has only one neighbor point in group, score+=2.

In each group, a point getting the highest score is consid-

ered as the start point (If there is more than one such point,

one is selected randomly), and the others are linked from it

one by one. Using this procedure, we guarantee that each

point of a sequence connects with no more than two points.

We link all point sequences into a tree-structure skeleton

in the following way: a point sequence has a start and an end,

which determine its initial direction. From a sequence with

the lowest end (It has the minimum Y-coordinate value of all

ends), we begin to search other sequences as its sub-branches

using a circle, whose center moves along this sequence, and

radius varies with branch radii. During the movement, a se-

quence with one end included in the moving circle can be

linked while its direction is corrected-from its bud node to its

tip node. For example, in Fig. 8, the respective start points

of three sequences, A, B and C are marked by different col-

ors. Three sequences are marked by different colors. From the

lowest end A, we begin to search along the red sequence (see

Fig. 8(a)). And the yellow and the green sequences are linked

to the red in this process; note that the direction of the yellow

sequence is reversed (see Fig. 8(b)). In this way, by search-

ing from current branch to sub-branches, level by level, all

sequences can be linked into a 2D skeleton.

Fig. 8 Skeleton linking. (a) From the lowest end A, we begin to search
along the red sequence; (b) the yellow one and the green one are linked

4.3 2D skeleton summary

These methods for 2D skeleton building run interactively and

maintain the input sketch characteristics, such as stroke thick-

ness in the brush case. However, automatic radii search may

Fig. 9 Interaction for brush skeleton building. (a) Input brush strokes; (b)
2D skeleton missing branch; (c) add segmentation; (d) revised 2D skeleton

cause branches to be missed when a brush stroke runs almost

horizontally, such as the case in Fig. 9 (Segmentation strokes

should be added to solve this problem). By default, the single-

pixel pen is used for sketching.

5 3D main branch construction

We aim to construct 3D skeletons which conform to two 2D

sketches viewed from the front and side. In this section, we

put forward a simple algorithm for 3D construction called

depth retrieval. It first solves the matching problem of two

unregistered tree-structure sketches.

Inspired by the inputs of [1], two input images A and B in

our system are seen as photos of a tree taken from two or-

thogonal directions through parallel projection. Each image

establishes a 2D reference frame. The two reference frames

have the same Y-axis and are perpendicular to each other, as

is illustrated in Fig. 10.

Fig. 10 Reference frames

From the two 2D skeletons A and B in two image planes,

the 3D skeleton of main branches resembling two inputs is

built. The process of 3D skeleton construction is described in

Section 5.1, and more details are discussed in Section 5.2 and

Section 5.3.

5.1 Depth retrieval process

On the whole, the depth retrieval algorithm for 3D skeleton

construction can be described as follows: for each branch in

a 2D skeleton A, such as λ, search its corresponding branch

μ in 2D skeleton B by feature matching (The features are de-

fined in Section 3), and then 2D branch λ obtains depth (Z-

coordinate) from the X-coordinate of μ, and become a 3D

branch η. This process proceeds for all branches of skeleton

A, level by level, and all constructed 3D branches are properly

linked. The final 3D skeleton is visually to input 2D skeletons

A and B viewed from the corresponding directions.

The depth retrieval algorithm flowchart with terms from

Section 3 is illustrated in Fig. 11. Supposing that in skeleton

A, 3D construction proceeds to branch λ’s bud node, whose

height (Y-coordinate) is b(λ), all branches passing height
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V = b(λ) in skeleton B are searched and they constitute a

group G. As two 2D skeletons are consecutive and have sim-

ilar heights, in most cases, G contains at least one branch.

Branch μ ∈ G is selected as the corresponding branch of λ by

feature matching and a new 3D branch η is constructed from

λ and μ. Feature matching and 3D branch reconstruction are

discussed in detail below, and described mathematically in

Eqs. (1)–(7).

Fig. 11 The flow chart of depth retrieval

If 2D skeletons A and B are extracted from single-pixel

strokes, a linear function F(x, λ,V) for a branch λ of skele-

ton A is defined in Eq. (1), where x is an arbitrary 2D branch

of skeleton B, and M(x) is its maximum extension height.

If 2D skeletons A and B are extracted from brush strokes,

F(x, λ,V) is defined in Eq. (2), where radii of branches x and

λ at height V , i.e., r(x,V) and r(λ,V), are considered. In Eq.

(2), k1 and k2 are coefficients. Feature matching is conducted

through searching a branch in G, such as μ, which makes

F(x, λ,V) minimal, see Eq. (3).

F(x, λ,V) = |M(x) − M(λ)|. (1)

F(x, λ,V) = k1|M(x) − M(λ)|
+k2|r(x,V) − r(λ,V)|. (2)

μ = arg{min { F(x, λ,V); x ∈ G}}. (3)

Each point of the 3D branch η is constructed from two 2D

points of the same height (Y-coordinate): one point in branch

λ and the other in μ according to the following rules.

1) Supposing that 2D points Pα(xα, yα, rα) in λ and

Qβ(xβ, yβ, rβ) in μ have the same Y-coordinate i.e., yα = yβ,

we construct a 3D point S γ(xγ, yγ, zγ, rγ) from which η is con-

structed.

xγ = xα. (4)

yγ = yα = yβ. (5)

zγ = xβ. (6)

rγ = (rα + rβ)/2 (For brush stroke case). (7)

2) If λ is not higher than μ, i.e., H(λ) � H(μ), all points

of λ can be converted into 3D points. Then we go on to deal

with the next branch in skeleton A.

3) If branch λ is higher than branch μ, i.e., H(λ) > H(μ),

construction stops at a middle point of λ, i.e., Pn(xn,H(μ) +

1, rn). We search a new branch at height V = H(μ) + 1 by

feature matching and use it as the corresponding branch for

the remaining points of λ.

An example of 3D construction is shown in Fig. 12. Branch

d is the corresponding branch of branch a (red branches).

At the same height, from 2D points P0(x0, y0, r0) in a and

P′0(x′0, y
′
0, r
′
0) in d (here y0 = y′0), a 3D point P(x, y, z) is

constructed accordingly: x = x0, y = y0 = y′0, z = x′0,

r = (r0 + r′0)/2. As branch a is higher than branch d, 3D

construction stops at point P1. We search all branches pass-

ing the height of P1, i.e., y1 in skeleton B, and find branches

e and f . If F( f , a, y1) � F(e, a, y1), f is selected as the cor-

responding branch of remaining points of branch a. Then the

process continues.

Fig. 12 3D construction

When the corresponding branches λ and μ are obtained, we

should judge if the directly constructed 3D branch η is con-

necting with the previously built structure. If not, λ and μ are

extended backward along their decending paths first and then

the extended branches are used to construct a 3D branch in

the above manner. In Section 5.2, connectivity judgment and

branch extension are discussed. Finally, in Section 5.3, we

search missing branches and get a consecutive 3D skeleton

completely consistent with its 2D inputs.

5.2 Branch extension

Branch construction proceeds continuously in skeleton A
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from trunk to sub-branches level by level; however, in skele-

ton B, the corresponding branches of skeleton A may be dis-

continuous, and can result in discontinuity in the 3D skeleton.

To avoid discontinuity, after feature matching, each pair of

corresponding branches are judged, and if necessary they are

extended along the decending paths before 3D construction.

Details are illustrated by the following steps (see Fig. 13).

We suppose that now in two 2D skeletons A and B, Fig. 13(a),

branch construction proceeds to Pa of branch a, and branch

b in skeleton B is just selected as the corresponding branch

of a by feature matching, while points Pa and Pb are at the

same height, Fig. 13(b) (green branches in Fig. 13(b) are

corresponding branches obtained in the former construction),

judgment and extension steps are as follow.

Fig. 13 Branch extension in 2D skeletons. (a) Two 2D skeletons; (b) cur-
rent state; (c) decending paths; (d) used paths; (e) available decending paths;
(f) extension

1) Get descending paths of branch a and b: blue paths in

Fig. 13(c).

2) Get used paths. In skeleton A, a part of a’s descending

path below point Pa is defined as the used path of a. The

corresponding path of a’s used path in skeleton B is the

used path of b. See yellow paths in Fig. 13(d).

3) Get available descending paths. a’s used path is also its

available descending path; The common part of b’s de-

scending path and used path is b’s available descending

path. See blue paths in Fig. 13(e).

4) Judgment and extension. If point Pb is in b’s available

descending path, branch a and b can be used for 3D con-

struction without extension; otherwise branch b should

be extended downward along its descending path un-

til it connects with its available descending path, and

this extended b is used as the corresponding branch of

an extended a (Branch a should also be extended down

along its descending path to the same height as b does).

See red branches in Fig. 13(f)).

5.3 Branch complementarity

When the 3D construction described above is complete, gen-

erally, there are some branches remaining in skeleton B-either

the whole or part of the branch has not been used as a corre-

sponding branch. These unused parts are put into Group L.

Similar 3D construction is conducted on Group L by seeking

corresponding branches in skeleton A. Finally, a 3D skeleton

of main branches is obtained and it resembles the two input

2D skeletons viewed from two orthogonal directions. Figure

14 shows a 3D skeleton, whose skeleton points are projected

to input images for estimation. The projection points are dis-

tributed on all input strokes.

Fig. 14 Projection of 3D skeleton points to input images (Cyan points rep-
resent projection positions and red lines are the original input strokes). (a)
3D skeleton of main branches; (b) projection (a) to image A; (c) projection
(a) to image B
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6 Small branch growth

Parameter adjustment is a hard problem for tree modeling.

Many methods have made great effort for easy manipulation

of complex parameters [6–8]. In this section, we use a rule

for small branch growth without parameter adjustment, since

small branches are copied from main branches and all param-

eters are boundary values of data ranges.

After main branch construction, small branches are added

to complete the whole tree. In this process, sketched 2D

crown silhouettes are utilized for crown shaping. For fast

and approximate modeling, the principle of self-similarity

and angle range restriction are combined for small branch

growth. Small branches are inferred from the structure of

main branches and connected in a plausible way to the main

structure. In this way, new generations keep the shape feature

of main branches.

Small branches grow from nodes of current branches. By

copying, translating, and rotating part of its parent branch, a

new branch is obtained. The process of small branch growth

is illustrated in Fig. 15.

Fig. 15 The process of small branch growth

As is shown in Fig. 16, η in Eq. (8) represents the current

branch in a 3D skeleton.

η = {S γ; γ = 1, 2, . . . , k}. (8)

A subbranch ηi (i = 1, 2, . . . ,N) is constructed by first

copying a part of η from its first point S 1 to a middle point

S m as η[σ] (m = σk) and connecting η[σ] to a node of η, S x

(1 � x � k), with certain angle θi. θi is required to satisfy

θ1 � θi � θ2, and the angle between two subbranches ηi and

ηi−1 (i.e., ϕi,i−1) should satisfy ϕ1 � ϕi,i−1 � ϕ2.

Fig. 16 Subbranch construction

In principle, parametersσ, θ1, θ2, ϕ1, ϕ2, new buds position

S x on branch η, and the total level of small branches (noted as

l) should vary with species. For the convenience of novices,

we give a group of default parameter data that can be used

for modeling various trees, from vine to pine, without ad-

justment (Key parameter values are shown in Table 1). These

parameter values are obtained from our experiments. Since

small branch shapes are copied from main branches and key

parameters just define some data ranges, we search suitable

parameter values in ranges for each branch, as it makes the

model more natural. Additionally, several groups of extra pa-

rameters for different branch densities are given, so we can

satisfy most applications.

Table 1 Key parameter values for small branch growth

Parameter σ cos θ1 cos θ2 cos ϕ1 cosϕ2 l

Value 0.3 0.5 0.9 –0.5 0.5 2

In the process of branch growth, local branch density is ad-

justed by analyzing the branch number around each bud, and

removing buds in crowded areas. Crown shape is guaranteed

by using the sketched 2D crown silhouettes from the original

two images for branch pruning. When a new branch is added,

its skeleton points are projected onto the input images, and

the points with projection outside a crown silhouette are re-

moved. Finally, the shape of the 3D tree crown takes on a

similar view to the 2D crown silhouettes.

7 Building branch and leaf geometry

The radii of the 3D main branches are calculated from those

of the 2D skeletons in the case of brush sketching. When a

single-pixel pen is used for sketching, branch radii are de-

termined by the rules discovered by Da Vinci: r2 = a
∑

r2
i ,

which describes the relationship between the radius of a

branch and the radius of its children [1].

To build the mesh model of branches, a local Frenet frame

is calculated for each selected node according to the esti-

mation of skeleton tangent vectors, normal vectors, and bi-

normal vectors. Generalized cylinders are constructed using

Frenet frames and radii, and then they are converted into a

connection of edged cylinders.

Each leaf or fruit is represented by a quadrilateral textured

with a four-channel image. Leaves and fruit are added by

placing a phyllotaxis of quadrilateral leaf mesh models on

each small branch. In this process, random factors are intro-

duced to leaf position, leaf direction, and the angle between

leaf and branch. The average angle between leaf and branch
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is set according to structural knowledge. Leaf modeling is not

the emphasis of this paper. A textured tree model is produced

after adding leaves.

8 Results and discussion

In Fig. 17, we give several tree modeling examples. Photos

downloaded from the Internet can be used for sketching, as

shown in the first three lines of Fig. 17. Tree species of dif-

ferent structures are modeled, for example, a Chinese goose-

berry in Line 1 and a vine in Line 5 with horizontally expand-

ing branches, and a pine in Line 4 (right half) with tower-

shape structure. From brush drawings, creative tree models

are constructed, such as the cases in Lines 6 and 7.

The modeling system works at interactive rates. The

Fig. 17 Tree modeling from sketches. Line 1, Chinese gooseberry modeling (from left to right): input sketches on a photo downloaded from
news.eastday.com; front view and side view of the 3D branches corresponding to input A and B; top view of the 3D branches. Lines 2 and 3, two pears
modeling: input sketches on photos downloaded from www.callabletreeservice.com and www.fengjing.gov.cn respectively; views of 3D branches and
the final tree; Line 4, orange tree and pine modeling: Input sketches on a photo downloaded from www.nsbdlh.org; side views of 3D branches and the
orange tree model; input sketches of a pine; two views of the pine model. Line 5, vine modeling: input sketches; two sides of the 3D branches; the tree
model. Line 6, tree modeling from brush drawing: input sketches; two sides and one top of 3D branches and the tree model. Line 7, more examples of
tree modeling from brush drawing.
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process of 2D skeleton building and 3D main branch con-

struction takes only a few seconds. Small branch growth takes

about 10 s for creating 2 000 branches. After sketching, the

total time for tree modeling is typically less than one minute

on a standard PC with a 2 GHz CPU.

In Fig. 18, we use the same input image as Neubert et al.

[1]. As we construct 3D main branches using depth retrieval

instead of particle flows, our tree model has a more realistic

trunk compared with [1], as is illustrated by the red frames.

Since depth retrieval in our method is based on local opti-

mization, while the branch grow engine of Tan et al. [2] is

based on global optimization, our method runs much faster

than [2], such as the case in Fig. 19, after sketching, tree

skeleton construction takes about 40 s on a PC with 2 GHz

CPU, but [2] costs about 20 min on a PC with 2.4 GPU. In

addition, since the main branches are sketched as inputs, we

can control the structure of branches hidden by leaves. In Fig.

20, compared with Liu et al. [16], our method makes the fi-

nal tree model consistent with two input sketches rather than

just one in [16], and the tree crowns are more plump.Two vir-

tual forests are shown in Fig. 21. Each forest includes 10×10

trees.

Fig. 18 Comparison with Neubert et al. [1]. (a) Input image; (b) branch
model in [1]; (c) corresponding view of our model; (d) input sketch of [1];
(e) our input sketch; (f) our main branches

Although realistic trees can be generated quickly from

freehand sketches, there are some limitations in our system.

Depth retrieval for main branch construction may case un-

even branch distribution, although it can be improved by

adding small branches. Lacking prior botanical knowledge

Fig. 19 Comparison with Tan et al. [2]. (a) Input image; (b) corresponding
view of branch model in [2]; (c) corresponding view of our model; (d) input
sketch of [2]; (e) our input sketche; (f) our input sketche 2

Fig. 20 Comparison with Liu et al. [16]. (a) Input sketche; (b) input sketche
2; (c) our main branches; (d) top view of branch model in [16]; (e) top view
of our model

Fig. 21 Two forests with reconstructed trees. (a) A forest made up of five
tree models: two pears, a orange tree, a Chinese goosebeery and an imagi-
nary tree; (b) a forest made up of three different apple trees

makes small branch structure quite simple. In addition, the

spatial occupation of small branches is mainly decided by

stroke positions and local control. It is possible to refine
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branch distribution by adding global control, but the cost is

more running time.

9 Conclusions and future work

A new technique for tree modeling is presented in this pa-

per. It is convenient to model various species of trees from

sketches at high speed. 2D skeletons are built from strokes

through pixel traversal. 3D main branches are constructed

by depth retrieval from two 2D skeletons. Small branches are

added through branch growth in crown silhouettes. Each con-

structed tree model maintains the main features of the tree in

two ways: the main structure and crown shape. This tech-

nique can be used as an easy tool for tree simulation and de-

sign.
In the future, to make 3D tree models more realistic, new

methods utilizing more botanical rules should be developed

for branch growth. In addition, valid image information can

be extracted for branch density control.
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